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“Introducing the Next Generation
of Internal Communication”
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“Experience enriched collaboration
through focused communications.”

Global Internal Communications
Speakerbus’ solutions are used in
many locations throughout the world,
with clients privately linking over 50
locations worldwide.
With every call, clients benefit from
instant peer-to-peer exchanges and
ad-hoc discussions, delivering more
engaging internal interactions.

“The iManager Communications Server
(iCS) is a powerful, soft switch based
communication platform, delivering
collaborative voice solutions through
multiple intercom services.”

Speakerbus’ expertise in providing mission critical
communications and extensive experience with SIP
technology reinforces our capability as a trusted
supplier to global organisations.
The iCS is based upon a next generation
architecture, leveraging open standards and
builds upon the best of breed capabilities from
an ecosystem of technology partners in a Service
Orientated Architecture (SOA).
Deployable in single and multi-site configurations,
iCS is highly scalable from low user count standalone solutions to global enterprise facilities.
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“Gain a competitive edge with improved
communications efficiencies.”
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“iCS increases the global reach of time
critical information for your business.
Instantly linking counterparties and
enhancing situational awareness.”

Instant communication with local, regional
and global counterparties improves the flow
of information leading to more informed
decision making. Businesses are always striving
for a competitive edge; the iCS collaborative
architecture enables business to react to
market and environmental events before their
competitors.
iCS offers users the ability to select from a choice
of interactions. Users can contact each other
directly or choose to distribute information to
multiple parties. Teams have access to a constant
flow of information including, breaking news,
market data, business and situational updates.
Together these tools lead to an increasingly
informed user community which in turn enhances
collaboration driving business and workflow
efficiencies.
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“Internal communication channels
have choice and flexibility.”

“iCS’ range of robust endpoints
are specifically designed for the
individual needs of users in the
most demanding markets”

iCS caters for users with light, moderate and
intense demands delivering a suite of advanced
endpoints designed for optimal ergonomics and
clarity. iCS’ flexible range of endpoints offer
powerful natural voice delivered through single
or multiple channels with a choice of audio input
devices.
Speakerbus’ endpoints follow a simple
methodology of user-centred design; exploiting
visual elements; contextual soft keys and intuitive
menus, supporting agile responses in every
situation.
Using features such as; call priorities, alert
selection, customised directories and channel
selection, users are able to personalise their
collaborative experience enhancing their
productivity. With iCS, internal communication
channels now have greater choice and flexibility.
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